The generosity of the Pittsburgh community is legendary, and it came out in full force for SPARK! A Campaign for Carnegie Science Center. With support from families and individuals, Carnegie Museums Trustees and Science Center Board members, corporations, foundations, and public funds, we raised $46 million from 353 donors to support the signature projects of the Science Center’s strategic plan. We credit The SPARK! Campaign’s success, first and foremost, to the affection that Pittsburghers have for Carnegie Science Center.

Many saw The SPARK! Campaign as an opportunity to preserve and expand the kinds of interactive learning experiences that they have enjoyed with their families, often over generations. We also saw the public’s growing recognition that STEM represents the future of our regional economy and that Carnegie Science Center has a leading role to play in educating and motivating young people toward STEM-related careers. Investment in The SPARK! Campaign opens the doors of opportunity for all of our young people, while helping to ensure the pipeline of skilled workers that is so critical to the future of our regional economy. It is perhaps no surprise then that corporations rallied behind the campaign, contributing nearly 40 percent of the total raised.

We are grateful to all of the volunteer leaders and contributors who took this campaign to heart and made it such a resounding success. Finally, we are grateful to the children and youth who animate the Science Center every day with their curiosity, excitement, and passion to change the world. They are a constant reminder about why we launched The SPARK! Campaign and what can be achieved in children’s lives when we ignite their interest in science and technology.
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2018 will be a momentous year for Carnegie Science Center as we complete the projects that began with our strategic planning process in 2009. The dream and the vision are coming to fruition thanks to many supporters like you who saw the great opportunities that can be realized when many people work toward a common goal.

Now, we are well on our way to completing the projects of The SPARK! Campaign. Thank you to our donors and our community for help along the way—for embracing our vision, providing support, and having confidence that our plans would be realized. We are honored and grateful that—given all of the choices you could make to support worthy organizations in Pittsburgh—you invested in Carnegie Science Center. Your support has made it possible to debut new exhibitions, improve our much-loved experiences, and expand our facility so that we can serve ever-greater numbers of visitors.
Supporters of *The SPARK! Campaign* have made the following projects possible:

**PPG SCIENCE PAVILION**

With spectacular views of Pittsburgh’s Point, the PPG Science Pavilion is designed to optimize the increased recreational and educational impact of the rivers, as well as complement other North Shore riverfront developments, all while creating a world-class destination for public exploration in science and technology.

Construction is underway on the 47,000 square-foot expansion, which is set to open in June 2018, and will house:

**FEDEX STEM LEARNING LABS**

A new educational suite that expands existing classroom space, introduces a wet lab facility and early learner classroom, and creates the necessary facilities for growing STEM programs and teacher professional development offerings.

**SCAIFE EXHIBIT GALLERY**

A two-story flexible space that allows the Science Center to bring blockbuster traveling exhibitions to Pittsburgh.

**POINTVIEW HALL**

A multi-purpose event hall with an outdoor terrace to be used for a range of activities, including STEM events, conferences, and special private event rentals.

Renderings by Indovina Associates Architects
A renewed riverfront will feature sustainable elements and interactive exhibits to create outdoor learning spaces and welcome visitors from riverside trails.
NEW PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS

**H2Oh! Why Our Rivers Matter**
Pittsburgh’s rivers lie at the heart of the region’s life and vitality. Through support for *The SPARK! Campaign*, they now are prominently featured in *H2Oh! Why Our Rivers Matter*, an interactive exhibition. The exhibition invites visitors to explore the rivers and their aquatic ecosystems, the scientific properties of water, and the importance of conserving water in our everyday lives.

**BodyTech**
Through an interactive theater, traveling outreach program, and the permanent *BodyWorks* exhibition, *BodyTech* reflects the growing Pittsburgh economy.

BodyTech is a multipart initiative that responds to the region’s growing prominence in healthcare innovation, biomedical research, and medical technology. It promotes a deeper understanding of health, the human body, contemporary health issues, and the exciting opportunities for careers across healthcare fields.

REFRESHED AND REIMAGINED HALLMARK EXPERIENCES

**USS Requin and roboworld™**
Repairs to *USS Requin*, a Cold War submarine, were completed to protect and preserve the submarine’s historic legacy of service. Updates to *roboworld™*, the largest permanent robotics exhibition of its kind, will integrate cutting-edge technologies and interactive exhibits to reflect emerging concepts in the field.

**Early Learners Gallery**
Investment in the Science Center’s early learners gallery will bring a refresh after 15 years of operation. New, interactive activities will be added with consultation from experts in early childhood education, while the most beloved exhibits and activities will be refreshed for new generations of early learners.

**The Rangos Giant Cinema**
A digital conversion and renovation to be completed by the end of 2017 will update the existing Rangos theater to leverage the programmatic possibilities of today’s digital formats while maintaining the theater’s immersive and unique experience. *The Rangos Giant Cinema* will feature a 70-foot curved screen, new seating, Christie® 4K laser digital projection technology, and a state-of-the-art Dolby Atmos® multichannel surround-sound system.
GIVING BY DONOR SECTOR

- **GOVERNMENT**: 38.6%
- **INDIVIDUALS**: 34.4%
- **CORPORATIONS**: 25.4%
- **FOUNDATIONS**: 1.6%

353 Donors
$46,088,429 total raised!
Carnegie Science Center is deeply grateful to each and every one of the donors who contributed to the success of SPARK! A Campaign for Carnegie Science Center. We would like to recognize the following donors for their total commitments to the projects of The SPARK! Campaign.
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Every attempt has been made to accurately list SPARK! contributors. If there are any errors or omissions, please accept our apologies and contact the Carnegie Science Center team at 412.237.1671 so that we may correct our records.

We can’t wait to welcome you to a transformed Carnegie Science Center when the expansion project is complete in June 2018. Thank you for helping to sustain and expand the impact of Carnegie Science Center for many generations to come.